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Reachability graph analysis is one of the most widely used techniques to verify the
behaviour of asynchronous and concurrent systems modeled in Petri nets.
Unfortunately, a state explosion problem is often the bottleneck when applying Petri
net modeling and analysis to large and complex industrial systems. This paper
proposes an approach in which Petri net slices are computed based on structural
concurrency inherent in the P/T net and compositional reachability graph analysis is
performed. Petri net slices are proven to provide behavioural equivalence to P/T
nets. This approach may enable verification of properties such as boundedness and
liveness which may fail on unsliced P/T nets due to a state explosion problem.
Effectiveness and scalability of our approach is demonstrated using both dining
philosophers and feature interaction problems found in telecommunication software.
Key words and Phrases: Petri nets, Place/Transition nets, reachability analysis,
Petri net Slice, compositional analysis, structural concurrency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Petri nets are widely used to model and verify the behaviour of asynchronous systems (Suzuki et
al, 1990), concurrent systems, and real-time systems (Ghezzi et al, 1991; Bucci and Vicario, 1995).
Petri net-based formalisms have been significantly extended to enhance expressiveness and to
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develop powerful and automated analysis techniques. Place/Transition (P/T) nets are often regarded
as low-level Petri nets, and extensions include high-level Petri nets such as Jensen’s (1992) colored
Petri nets(CPN), object-oriented Petri nets (Battiston and Cindio, 1993; Perkusich and Figueiredo,
1997), Lee et al (1998) constraints-based modular Petri nets(CMPNs) etc. Although motivations
vary significantly, the majority of extended Petri net-based formalisms are compatible in that they
can be converted into semantically equivalent P/T nets and that verification techniques developed
for P/T nets such as reachability analysis, invariants analysis (Murata, 1989), net unfoldings
(Esparza, 1993) can be applied on extended Petri net formalisms.
Reachability analysis is the most frequently employed technique to examine the intended system
behaviour. Although simple and straightforward in concept, reachability analysis is often considered
impractical due to a state explosion problem when applied to nontrivial and real world problems.
Several approaches have been proposed to try minimizing the number of system states when
generating a reachability graph. Reduction rules (Murata, 1989) were proposed to reduce the size
of the original model. Jorgensen (1997) demonstrated the potential of verification based on state
spaces reduced by equivalence relation. And compositional analysis approaches reduce the
possibility of state explosion by incrementally generating reachable states, which was applied to
Modular Petri nets (Damm et al, 1989; Valmari, 1990; Notomi and Murata, 1994; Christensen and
Petrucci, 1995; Schreiber, 1995). Unfortunately, compositional analysis, while an attractive option,
may not be applied directly on P/T nets since a system model must be composed as a set of modular
Petri nets. However, the majority of industrial applications of Petri nets still rely on classical P/T
nets or high-level extensions such as Colored Petri nets, and there are no systematic approaches to
convert a P/T net or CPN into modular Petri nets.
Our work is an attempt to enable modelling and analysis of P/T nets on large and complex
industrial systems which previously could not be analysed due to the state explosion problem. By
developing partitioning criteria and a slicing algorithm for dividing a huge P/T net model into
meaningful and manageable modules, the compositional analysis technique may be applicable to
P/T net models. In order to enhance the efficiency of compositional reachability analysis, modules
should be defined by considering cohesive internal dependency and independency among modules.
A slicing algorithm has a role to find the concurrent units and to partition a huge model into Petri
net slices while preserving the behaviours of the original model by using concurrent units.
Reachability analysis of Petri net slices can be performed in a compositional approach since Petri
net slices are modules with synchronising by shared transitions. An S-invariant property can be used
in analysing boundedness checking since each Petri net slice is deduced from S-invariant.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the concurrency in P/T nets and defines
structural concurrency and concurrent units. In section 3, we propose a slicing algorithm which
finds concurrent units and partitions the original model into Petri nets slices. And we prove that the
original model and Petri nets slices have the same behaviours. We introduce the compositional
reachability analysis technique by using Petri net slices in section 4. In order to show effectiveness
and practicability of our approach, in section 5, we describe the dining philosophy problem and
feature interaction problems of telecommunication systems by Petri net slices. Finally, in section 6,
we provide conclusions and future work.
2. CONCURRENT UNITS IN P/T NETS
Petri nets have been used for describing the concurrent properties of a system. In a Petri net model,
the concurrency is represented by relationships among transitions which are simultaneously enabled
without any causal dependency. Figure 1 shows a P/T net model for the dining philosopher problem.
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After spending time thinking, a philosopher takes a left and right fork in arbitrary order, and eats
spaghetti. To avoid deadlock situations in the dining philosopher problem, we add an additional
functionality into the model: although a philosopher has taken a fork, he or she can abandon trying
to take the other fork, release the taken fork, and return to the thinking state.

Figure 1:
A P/T net model for the
dining philosopher problem

Concurrency in Petri net models are divided into structural concurrency and token concurrency.
Structural concurrency is a behavioural characteristic appearing in structural connections among
places and transitions. In Figure 1, transitions take-LF and take-RF are simultaneously firable if
places A, B, Left-Fork, and Right-Fork have tokens. Finding structural concurrency is performed by
checking the causality in the model without considering the markings of places. If two transitions
have no causal relationship, the two transitions are structurally concurrent. Token concurrency is not
relevant to the structural architecture but markings of places. If places Thinking, B, and Right-Fork
have tokens, transitions stop-thinking and take-RF are concurrently firable, although they have
causal dependency. Usually, a Petri net model may have both structural concurrency and token
concurrency simultaneously. However, we consider only structural concurrency in partitioning the
model since token concurrency may appear among all the pairs of transitions on the assumption that
all the places in the model have sufficient tokens.
In a Petri net model, there may be tokens in several places, which have their own control threads.
Since transitions may join several control threads by collecting incoming arcs or may divide a single
control thread by distributing several outgoing arcs, these control threads are complicatedly
interrelated. Although a token interacts with other ones by transitions, its trajectory can be
deterministically and independently definable.
A concurrent unit can be detected by a trajectory of a virtual token, which means that a trajectory
may start from a virtual token of an arbitrary place, not always from an initial token. Trajectories of
virtual tokens may be obtained by using S-invariant concepts (Reisig, 1985), which represent the
sets of places which do not change their token count during transition firings. A trajectory of a token
is a special S-invariant where the token count is one. Figure 2 shows an example of concurrent units
in the dining philosopher model. The first concurrent unit is the trajectory of a token in Left-Fork,
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 32, No. 2, May 2000
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which is the trajectory of the left fork, and the second one is the trajectory of a token in Thinking,
which means that a philosopher handles the right fork.

Figure 2:
An example of concurrent units

S-invariants are formally defined as follows. In general, the arc weights are positive integer and
default arc weight is 1.
Definition 2.1 S-invariants
Let N be a P/T net. A place vector, i : SN →Ζ is called an S-invariant of N iff N′ •i = 0, where N′ is
a matrix representation of N (transitions x places).
Let the number of places in a Petri net model be n. The solution of the matrix equation, N′ •i =
0, can be obtained in time complexity O(n3) (Reisig, 1985). Solution vectors, that is, S-invariants
may include negative integers. And two solution vectors may be merged to be another one. Special
S-invariants which can be used in constructing concurrent units, minimal invariants, are defined as
follows.
Definition 2.2 Minimal Invariants
Positive S-invariants which are not contained in other S-invariants are called minimal invariants.
In Figure 2, Unit1, Unit2, {Right–Fork, D} and {Thinking, A, C} are all minimal invariants.
3. SLICING A PETRI NET MODEL
A Petri net model is partitioned into concurrent units using minimal invariants. In order to preserve
all the information in the original model, uncovered places should be added into minimallyconnectable concurrent units since minimal invariants may not cover all the places.
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Figure 3: The Slicing Algorithm for Petri net models

Figure 3 shows a slicing algorithm which slices a Petri net model into a set of Petri net slices using
minimal invariants. At first, S-invariants are computed and then the minimal invariants are selected
among S-invariants (find-minimal-invariants). In the minimal invariant set, the algorithm chooses an
invariant which has the minimal number of elements (find-smallest-invariant) and adds it into SliceSet
until SliceSet covers all the places in N (Place(N) == Place(SliceSet)) or there exists no minimal
invariant which includes a new place (Place(SetofInvariant)
Place(SliceSet)). If the minimal
invariant set becomes empty without covering all the places in N, for each uncovered place, it should
be added into a slice to which it is connected by a minimal number of transitions (find-minimallyconnected). In this manner, the slicing algorithm ensures that every place in N belongs to some slices.
The complexity of the slicing algorithm is mainly dependent on three time-consuming
procedures: find-minimal-invariant, find-smallest-invariant, and find-minimally-connected. The
time complexity of find-minimal-invariant is the same as that of finding S-invariants, which is
described in the previous section. Finding a smallest invariant is similar to sorting invariants in
criteria of the number of elements. In find-minimally-connected procedure, one transitionconnectable places, which are connected to the uncovered place through a transition, are checked if
they are members of any SliceSet. If one of them is included in some SliceSet, the uncovered place
is added into the SliceSet. Otherwise, the procedure proceeds to two transitions-connectable places.
Therefore, the time complexity of the slicing algorithm is O(n3) for n number of places in a P/T net.
A modular Petri net, Petri net slices, is defined using SliceSet as follows.
Definition 3.1 Petri net slices
Let N = (P, T, F, W, M) be an original P/T net where P represents a set of places, T is a set of
transitions, F is a set of arcs, W is weight functions of arcs, and M is the initial marking. And let
SliceSet = {P-Slicei i = 1 …n} be a set of place sets which are obtained by the slicing algorithm.
Petri net slices are defined as {Petri net slicei i = 1 …n}, where Petri net slicei = (Pi, Ti, Fi, Li,
Wi, Mi) satisfies the following:
•
•

Pi = P-slicei ,
Ti = { t ∈ T | ∀p ∈ Pi, ∃(p, t) ∈ F or ∃(t, p) ∈ F },
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•
•
•

Fi = { (p, t) ∈ F or (t, p) ∈ F |∀p ∈ Pi, ∃t ∈ Ti },
Li : Ti →Σ+ is a label function of transitions, where Σ is a character set. We assign the name
of a transition (e.g. tl) in N to a label of t, that is, Li(t) = tl,
Wi(p) = W(p), and Mi(p) = M(p), ∀p ∈ Pi.

In a single Petri net model, a transition t is enabled if the places connected by incoming arcs of
t (denoted as •t) have sufficient tokens. In Petri net slices, shared transitions whose labels appear in
several slices are fired by synchronising the same labels. Following defines enabledness of a
transition in Petri net slices.
•
•

Li(t) is not shared: a transition t is enabled if the precondition of t is satisfied.
Li(t) is shared among several Petri net slices: a transition t is enabled if t is enabled in all the
slices which have the label of t.

Figure 4 shows the result of applying the slicing algorithm to the model in Figure 2. The slices
shown in Figure 4(a) and (b) are S-invariants containing Left-Fork place and Right-Fork place,
respectively. Figure 4(c) represents the behaviour for taking the left fork or abandoning the taken
right fork. Figure 4(d) represents the behaviour for taking the right fork. In the dining philosopher
model, there exists no uncovered place.

Figure 4:
Petri net slices of the dining
philosopher problem
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In order to show that the original model and the Petri net slices obtained by applying the slicing
algorithm have equivalent behaviours, we define the concept of behavioural equivalence of Petri net
models. In the definition, we concern only observational behaviour, where the system behaviours
are viewed as black boxes by considering only externally visible behaviours without considering the
internal structures of the models (Milner, 1989).
Definition 3.2 Behavioural Equivalence of two P/T nets (P ~ Q) :
P and Q are behaviourally equivalent iff there exists an one-to-one mapping between the
reachability graphs of P and Q.
Theorem 3.1 Let N be a Petri net and S be the Petri net slices obtained by the slicing algorithm.
The original model N and the slice model S are behaviourally equivalent (N ~ S)
Mapping of RGs can be characterised by mapping between occurrence sequences of
corresponding transitions. And transition occurrences are determined by pre/post-places of
transitions. Therefore, equivalent RGs have the same initial marking and the same pre/postconditions of the corresponding transitions.
Since the slicing algorithm preserves input and output flows information of places, all the
corresponding places of N and S have the same initial tokens and the same behaviours. Hence, we
show only the equivalence of pre/post-conditions of tN and its corresponding label tlS.
(Proof)
Let N = (P,T,F,W,M) be a Petri net model and S =
where
= (Pi, Ti, Fi, Li,
Wi, Mi), which is obtained by applying the slicing algorithm to N, be Petri net slices.
Let tlS be a uniquely corresponding label of a transition tN. Since a transition label can have
multiple instance transitions in several
, pre/post-place sets of label tlS are differently denoted
as °tlS and tlS°, and defined by the unions of pre/post-place sets (•t
/t•
) of multiple instance
transitions t
.
•tN and •tN
We will first show that •tN is equal to °tlS by showing °tlS
°tlS on the assumption that the label tlS is the name of tN.
Case 1: °tlS

•tN

For each
, if there exists a transition ti ∈ Ti such that Li(ti) = tlS, it must be an instance of tN.
Since incoming arc information of ti was derived from the arc information of tN through the slicing
algorithm, the pre-places of ti should be a subset of the pre-places of tN. Therefore, °tlS is a subset
of •tN since •ti is a subset of •tN for all
.
Case 2: •tN

°ltS

In order to show the subset relation of two sets, we proof the following equivalent implication
relation, ∃p ∈ •tN ⇒ p ∈ °tlS. For each p ∈ •tN, the place p should be included in one or more
.
Assume that the place p is contained in
. Then a transition t2 such that L2(t2) = tlS should
be included in T2 since the incoming arc information (tN) of p should be included in
. That is,
p ∈ •t2. Therefore, p is also included in °tl since •t2 is a subset of °tl.
Similarly, the equation
can be proved.
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4. COMPOSITIONAL REACHABILITY ANALYSIS OF PETRI NET SLICES
Compositional analysis can be applicable to a system model which is composed of several modules.
After generating the reachability graph of each module and analysing the local properties of the
modules, the local reachability graphs are reduced and composed to analyse the global properties of
the system. Compositional generation and analysis of reachability graphs are well described in
Yeh’s (1993) work.
Figure 5 describes the composition procedure of two reachability graphs (RGs). Figures 5(a) and
(b) represent the reachability graphs of slice1 and slice3 shown in Figure 4, respectively. In
combining two RGs, the labels of transitions have an important role. Transitions with the same label
can be synchronously performed only when they are ready in each RG. On the other hand, when
non-shard transitions are ready in its own RG, they can occur regardless of the states of other RGs.
In Figure 5(c), for example, a shared transition, take-LF, only occurs at state RS1.4, which indicates
that slice1 is at state RS1 and slice3 is at state RS4.

Figure 5: Composition procedure of two reachability graphs

Among the transition labels in Figure 5(c), the label ‘take-LF’ does not appear in other RGs of
slice2 and slice4 as shown in Figure 4. These transitions are called ‘local’ transitions. Since local
transitions have no impacts on interactions with other slices, they can be reducible. By reducing the
take-LF transition, RS1.4 and RS2.5 states are merged to RS7 state, as shown in Figure 5(d).
Reachability analysis of Petri net slices is performed on the hierarchical reachability graph of
slices. Liveness property of transitions should be hierarchically checked since the behaviours of
shared transitions are characterised by those of other slices. On the other hand, Boundedness
property of places are checked in each reachability graph of slices. The characteristic of S-invariants
is that all the outgoing and incoming arc information of a place are preserved in each S-invariant.
Therefore, the global behaviours of a place can be predictable in local slices. If there is an ω-place(a
place which can have an unlimited number of tokens) in the reachability graph of a slice, we can
find that the place is globally unbounded.
5. CASE STUDY
In this section, we apply Petri nets slices to dining philosophers problems and feature interaction
problems of telecommunication systems (Keck and Kuehn, 1998). As an ideal concurrent example,
we choose dining philosophers problems to illustrate the efficiency of Petri net slices in handling
138
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concurrency during generating reachability graphs. And feature interaction problem is chosen to
show applicability of our approach to a practical example and to briefly mention how to use Petri
net slices in analysing system properties such as unboundedness and nondeterminism.
5.1 Dining Philosophers problems
P/T nets, Modular Petri nets (Notomi and Murata, 1994), and Petri net slices approaches are used
to describe dining philosophers problems. The P/T net model shown in Figure 1 is extended for
describing several philosophers. In Modular Petri net approach, although a modeller can divide an
entire problem into modules by his/her own partitioning criteria, we assume that the model is
composed of subnets of each philosopher and each fork. Petri net slices are obtained by applying
the slicing algorithm to the P/T net model. A single philosopher case has four slices. In generating
compositional reachability graphs, the number of system states varies on the composition orders
(Yeh, 1993). In order to fairly compare Modular Petri nets and Petri net slices approaches, we apply
the same composition order when generating compositional reachability graphs. Table 1 shows the
numbers of reachable states and state transitions of three approaches.

Table 1: The numbers of reachable states and state transitions for dining philosopher models

As shown in Table 1, while the numbers of reachable states and state transitions grow
exponentially in P/T nets, the numbers in Modular Petri nets and Petri net slices grow slowly. That
is, the compositional approach is an effective method to reduce state explosion. The number of
modules in Petri net slice approach is larger than that of Modular Petri nets. That is, Petri net slice
approach can support finer granularity of concurrency. Therefore, as the number of philosophers
grows, the number of reachable states in Petri net slices is a little less than that in Modular Petri
nets, and large differences are shown in the numbers of state transitions.
5.2 Feature Interaction Problem
In telecommunication systems, the term feature interaction refers to situations, where different
service features or instances of the same service feature affect each other. This can take place within
the same service as well as between features of different services. As the increasing demand for new
telecommunication services has led to a rapidly growing number of new services, as well as to the
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 32, No. 2, May 2000
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enhancement of existing services with new service features, there are strong demands on formal
approaches that describe the behaviours of service features and detect undesirable interactions
among them.
In this section, we describe basic call processing (BCP) and call forwarding (CF) service features
by P/T nets and analyse the interaction between BCP and CF service features by using Petri net slices.
There are six representative use cases dealing with basic call processing in the telecommunication software, where the first three use cases are extracted in a caller’s viewpoint and
the others are described in a callee’s viewpoint. CF service feature has two use cases; one is to
subscribe or unsubscribe the CF service feature and the other represents the functionality of call
forwarding. The following shows eight use cases corresponding to BCP and CF service feature.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use case 1 : a caller calls, talks with, and hangs up.
use case 2 : a caller dials a number, but no one answers.
use case 3 : a caller calls, but the destination line is busy.
use case 4 : a callee picks up phone, talks with and hangs up.
use case 5 : before picking up the phone, ringing stops.
use case 6 : while talking with someone, another call arrives.
use case 7 : an incoming call is forwarded to the CF-registered destination.
use case 8 : a user can subscribe or unsubscribe CF service feature.

Figure 6 shows a P/T net model representing eight use cases. The shaded part represents use case
7, which represents the call forwarding service feature.

Figure 6:
A P/T net for BCP and CF
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Figure 7: Slice sets of the BCP and CF model

After applying the slicing algorithm to the P/T net model for BCP and CF, we obtain the Petri
net slices shown in Figure 7. The slice of Figure 7(a) is related with forwarding functionality, and
Figure 7(b) shows a slice for busy and not-busy toggling conditions. Figures 7(c) and (d) represent
the behaviours of a callee and a caller, respectively.
In Figure 7, each slice has no unbounded place. Since boundedness property of places can be
locally checkable as mentioned in the previous section, there is no unbounded place in the BCP and
CF model. Nondeterminism among transitions can be checked on compositional reachability tree.
In the reachability graphs of Petri nets slices, there may be many locally-nondeterministic situations
since the interactions with other slices are not considered. In the composed reachability graphs,
however, these nondeterministic situations may be resolved by synchronising shared transitions.
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 32, No. 2, May 2000
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In Figure 7(c), there are two nondeterministic situations: {t-abandon, t-activate} and
{t-busy-tone, t-ringing, cf-routing}. A nondeterministic situation between t-abandon and t-activate
is an external caller’s choice inherited from BCP model, which is not related with interactions
among BCP and CF. Among nondeterministic situations in {t-busy-tone, t-ringing, cf-routing}, the
cases {t-ringing, cf-routing} and {t-ringing, t-busy-tone} are resolved by merging with RGs of
slice1 and slice2, respectively. However, the nondeterministic situation of t-busy-tone and cfrouting is not resolved in composed RGs, which means that BCP’s busy-tone signaling and CF’s cfrouting can nondeterministically occur when another call arrives during conversation. This
nondeterminism is caused by the modeler’s mistake, that is, he forgot adding not-CF condition to
t-busy-tone transition in Use Case 6 during introducing the call forwarding SF into BCP model.
As shown in the above example, the role of Petri nets slices approach is to divide a huge P/T net
model into several manageable modules for applying compositional reachability analysis
techniques. In Petri net slices, Petri net model analysers can focus on each local slice and
incrementally proceed the analysing procedure to composed models for verifying interactions of
slices.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed the Petri nets slice approach in order to partition huge P/T net models into manageable
modules, so that the partitioned model can be analysed by compositional reachability analysis
technique. The Petri net slice approach can be used for avoiding state explosion in reachability
analysis of a huge P/T net model and for efficiently analysing system properties in compositional
approach. Our approach is well suited to concurrent or distributed systems, which are described by
P/T nets or P/T nets-transformable high-level Petri nets.
As future work, we have a plan to extend Petri net slice concept to be directly applicable to
Colored Petri nets, which have been frequently used in practical applications. We have implemented
the slicing algorithm in the form of a text-based package. We have a plan to connect this package
with a new graphical Petri net tool or existing Petri net tools such as Design/CPN (University of
Aarhus, 1996). And we will enhance the compositional reachability analysis techniques on the Petri
net slices and implement supporting packages.
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